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2. . 1Q: Объединение частей с помощью фильтра ajax Подскажите
пожалуйста, как собрать данные так, чтобы в массив развернуть
пришлые изменения. Например: Пользователь вводит id, id_post,

id_comment, его это вводится id id_post id_comment В итоге у меня
должно получиться arr = { id => { id_post => { id_comment => { }
} } } С учетом что между id и id_post может много id_comments, и

это количество зависит от выборки произведенного по уникальным
юзеру постам. Т.е. посмотрим в какой последовательност
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(very) simple substitution cipher. Given that the alphabet (and thus the
key) is probably the same for most of these, we can piece it together to
get a key, and use that to decrypt the (most important) file. The most

important thing to take note of is the number in the filename (e.g.
E3CAF). If a filename doesn't have the number, it means that the key

(alphabet) is one letter more than the previous one. Using the first two
(which should give one letter more), and assuming the alphabet has 36

letters, we get >>> 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz'.count(c) -
'a'.count(c) 36 => k to t So the key is kt. Using this key on the all three
filename gives: >>> '1st.jpg'[3:4] '5st' >>> '1st.png'[3:4] '5st' >>>

'2nd.jpg'[3:4] '6th' Now it should be obvious what is in the three files. So
the trick is to decrypt this file, and create a list of the plaintext as

output. If it still doesn't work, then you may have made some mistake
when reassembling the list (e.g. some of the letters were missing, or
you got one too many or one too few). Decryption, done in Python:

import string files = ['1st.jpg', '1st.png', '2nd.jpg'] key = 'ktt'
files.sort(key=lambda x: x.count(key)) file
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ABBYY Flex of Sorts Apple Inc was known as Apple Computer, Inc until

1985. It was Apple Computer, USA, a component of the Apple Computer
Company founded by the late Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, both the
co-founders of the computer company Apple Inc. On January 27,1986,

Apple Computer, Inc. traded its first stock, number 1,777, on the
NASDAQ stock exchange. It was the first high-tech company to launch

its IPO. In 1996, Steve Jobs returned as CEO with Mike Scott as
Executive Vice President and then, on October 15,1997, Scott was in

turn replaced by Gil Amelio as president of the company. In 2001,
Apple's First "Genius Bar" was opened. In 2003, Mike Scott was replaced

by Eric Shinseki as President. In September 2006, Steve Jobs became
chairman of the Board, and on October 13,2007, it was announced that

Steve Jobs would leave his CEO role on January 19,2008, returning to full-
time work on the Mac. Starting with the iPad tablet product, Jobs worked
on the project through almost two years. Jobs' remaining role at Apple
would be executive chairman, a title he assumed in 1995 and he would

always be involved in the design, marketing, and sales of their products.
It was even announced that Jobs would be working on the iphone but

eventually couldn't get it to work and that's when he left the company,
returning in the same way he did a year before. In this video, Jobs gives
a talk from the dsad0109a celebration: The most important thing to us
was to make sure that this product was something really special for the
long term. That the iPhone was something that we can be proud of in a
decade or so. There is plenty of time to make mistakes, and we hope

the mistakes we made are small. But we are well aware of how
important this product is, and that's why we've been so obsessive about
it. And it shows in the product. Elvis Silicone 1920x1080 640 52 1.08 82
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